
FALL/HOLIDAY 2018  |  ARTWEAR & ACCESSORIES

THE MOUNTAIN®
Green never goes out of style



fall 2018 ART 
We’re going back to our roots with a 

fresh selection of;

North American Animal art

Native American Batik style prints

A few throwbacks that some of 

our long-time fans will probably 

recognize! 

Product
Youth Hoodies- builds on the 

success of our adult styles in time 

for back to school and cooler 

weather

Barista Mug- an extension of our 

strong mug collection with hot and 

cold lid options- bringing art to life 

everyday

Merchandising
We have new in store solutions 

for mugs and hats that bring the 

product to life and highlight  

our unique art

This season we are pleased to launch a number of 
exciting and new items that build upon our proven 
success in Art and Apparel.



North american animals
We’ve expanded our selection of North American wildlife art, just in time 

for fall. Featuring new art by best-selling wildlife artists Collin Bogle, David 

Behrens and Tami Alba. We’re also excited to welcome a new artist to The 

Mountain tribe — Julia Bénard.

Native American
We’re going back to our roots. Featuring a collection of designs by our very 

first artist — Gina Gray. Gina’s vintage style is reminiscent of an old-style 

batik print, created with vibrant dyes and a wax relieve process. These 

throwbacks were some of the best selling designs we’ve ever produced. 

Reintroduced this season, we’ve put a new spin on a few old favorites.

Fantasy
When it comes to Halloween and fantasy art, there are few artists that 

compare to the legendary Lisa Parker. Lisa’s work is instantly recognizable 

by hordes of fans around the world.  This season we’re offering up a couple 

of new designs that exemplify her signature look. 

Big Face Puppies
Artist Vincent Hie is the visionary behind much of our Big Face fame. His 

charming characters are just irresistible. Perfect for  

back-to-school.
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Adult: #10-6167

Tote Bag: #97-6167 Barista: #59-6167

Mug: #57-6167-0901

Hoodie: #72-6167 Longsleeve: #45-6167

golden m
om

ent
by Collin Bogle
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Adult: #10-6165

Tote Bag: #97-6165 Barista: #59-6165

Mug: #57-6165-0901

Hoodie: #72-6165 Longsleeve: #45-6165

lucky fishing hole
by Collin Bogle
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Adult: #10-6168

Tote Bag: #97-6168 Barista: #59-6168

Mug: #57-6168-0901

Hoodie: #72-6168 Longsleeve: #45-6168

m
onarch of the forest

by david behrens
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Adult: #10-6164

Tote Bag: #97-6164 Barista: #59-6164

Mug: #57-6164-0900

Hoodie: #72-6164 Longsleeve: #45-6164

black bear forest
by tam

i alba
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Adult: #10-6185

Tote Bag: #97-6185 Barista: #59-6185

Mug: #57-6185-0901

Hoodie: #72-6185 Longsleeve: #45-6185

sunlit elk
by tam

i alba
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Adult: #10-6166

Tote Bag: #97-6166 Barista: #59-6166

Mug: #57-6166-0901

Hoodie: #72-6166 Longsleeve: #45-6166

foraging
by julia bÉnard
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Adult: #10-6186 Hoodie: #72-6186

Adult: #10-6170 Hoodie: #72-6170

rise of the w
itches

pandora’s box
by lisa parker

by lisa parker
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Adult: #10-6173 Longsleeve: #45-6173

Barista: #59-6173

Mug: #57-6173-0900

m
eeting of the clanseekers

by gina gray
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Adult: #10-6171 Longsleeve: #45-6171

Barista: #59-6171

Mug: #57-6171-0901

future horse vision
by gina gray
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Adult: #10-6172 Longsleeve: #45-6172

Barista: #59-6172

Mug: #57-6172-0901

rejuvenate M
other Earth

by gina gray
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arapaho m
oon

by david behrens

Adult: #10-6169 Longsleeve: #45-6169

Barista: #59-6169

Mug: #57-6169-0900

arapaho m
oon
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Big Face Chocolate Lab Puppy
Adult: #10-5795  Youth: #15-5795

Big Face German Shepherd Puppy
Adult: #10-5796  Youth: #15-5796

Big Face Pug Puppy
Adult: #10-5797  Youth: #15-5797

Big Face Bulldog Puppy
Adult: #10-5798  Youth: #15-5798

Big Face Black Lab Puppy
Adult: #10-5799  Youth: #15-5799

Big Face Dachshund Puppy
Adult: #10-5800  Youth: #15-5800

Big Face Rottweiler Puppy
Adult: #10-5805  Youth: #15-5805

big face puppies
by vincent hie

sizing details
PRODUCT   AVAILABLE IN SIZES    :

Adult Tees [10] SMALL - 5XL

Youth Tees [15] SMALL - XL

Adult Hoodies [72] SMALL - 2XL

Adult Longsleeve [45] SMALL - 3XL

Tote Bags [97] 18X18”

Barista Mug [59] 17OZ

Ceramic Mug [57] 15OZ



barista tumbler

17oz vacuum insulated, stainless steel travel mug

Keeps liquids hot or cold for up to 12 hours

Printed in the USA using 100% solar energy

Dishwasher safe

Featuring a wide variety of best-selling art, over  
40 unique designs 

Following the success of our wildly popular line of 

ceramic mugs, we’re further expanding our drink ware 

collection to include a portable option. Introducing the 

Barista Tumbler - the latest addition to The Mountain 

line. This vacuum insulated, stainless steel travel mug 

features a slim design that’s comfortable to hold, and fits 

easily into your vehicle’s cup holder. To kick off the fall/

winter season, we’re launching with over 40 of our best 

selling designs, all printed here in the USA.
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Stop Extinction
#59-5974 

Extinction is Forever
#59-5975 

Protect My Home
#59-5976 

Be My Voice
#59-5977 

Save Our Species
#59-5978 

Save the Whales
#59-5981 

protect
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Littering Kills
#59-5982 

Climate Change is Real
#59-5983 

Bee My Voice
#59-6088 

Protect My Habitat
#59-6089 
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Three Wolf Moon
#59-2053 

Wolf Heart
#59-3817 

Yin Yang Wolves
#59-3922 

Northern Lights
#59-4881 

Where Light & Dark Meet
#59-4963 

Wolf Lookout
#59-4978 

w
olves
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Warrior Wolf
#59-4979 

Wolf Couple Sunset
#59-5938 

Find 10 Brown Bears
#59-3482 

Eagle Talon Flag
#59-1001 

Independence Eagle
#59-4848 

Allegiance
#59-4841 

am
ericana
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Flag-Bearing Eagle
#59-5958 

Patriotic Howl
#59-5971 

Patriotic Kitten
#59-3941 

Patriotic Golden Puppy
#59-5905 

Canada the Beautiful
#59-8569

The Originals
#59-3615 
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Octopus Climb
#59-5953 

Peace Out Gecko
#59-3119 

White Lions Love
#59-5937 

Sea Turtle Climb
#59-5947 

Manatees Collage
#59-5903 

Climbing Chameleon
#59-4052 

zoo &
aquarium
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Sloth Face
#59-3596 

Big Face Baby Orangutan
#59-3587 

Chocolate Lab Face
#59-3550 

Black Lab Face
#59-3255 

Yellow Lab Portrait
#59-8146 

Chihuahua Face
#59-3332 

pet
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Smokin’ Jahman
#59-3253 

DJ Jahman
#59-3175 

DJ Fen
#59-3182 

m
anim

als
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Tom Cat
#59-3904 

Yin Yang Tree
#59-3209 

Big Face Cheshire Cat
#59-4005 

Solar System
#59-3126 

Big Face Ganesh
#59-3681 

hum
or

cultural



ceramic mugs

Oversized, 15oz ceramic mug

Microwave and dishwasher safe

Designed and printed at our facility in New Hampshire

145 NEW designs available for fall/winter

Shipped in an attractive display box for ease 
of merchandising

CHECK OUT MUG DISPLAY DETAILS ON PG XX

The Mountain Mug has quickly become one of our 

best-selling items. Perfect for home and everyday use, 

this generously sized ceramic mug features a large 

handle which allows you to wrap your hand around 

the mug completely, offering a firm and comfortable 

grip. For fall, we’re adding even more selection to this 

already impressive line up. Brighten up your  

merchandising with a new Mountain Mug display.
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Wolf Pack
#57-5915-0900

Sunlit Soulmates
#57-5908-0900

Wolf Couple Sunset
#57-5938-0901

Snow Plow
#57-3673-0901

Adventure Wolf
#57-4013-0901

Singing Lessons
#57-3540-0901

Eclipse Wolves
#57-3398-0901

Night Wolves Collage
#57-3303-0901

Moon Wolves Collage
#57-3309-0901

Star Wolves
#57-4851-0901

Wolf Heart
#57-3817-0901

Fire & Ice Wolves
#57-4001-0901

w
olves
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Wolf Lookout
#57-4978-0901

Wolfpack Moon
#57-4112-0900

Wolf of the Cosmos
#57-4308-0901

Wolf Cycles
#57-5887-0901

In Spirit I am Free
#57-4845-0901

Unforgettable Journey
#57-5738-0900

Winter Wolf Portrait
#57-5891-0901

Wolf Face
#57-3249-0901

Black & White Wolf Face
#57-3947-0901

Phoenix Wolf
#57-3075-0900
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Spirit of America
#57-3599-0901

Eagle Freedom
#57-4102-0901

Revolution Eagle
#57-4014-0901

Eagle Flag Collage
#57-8207-0900

Patriotic White Wolf
#57-5967-0900

Patriotic Wolfpack
#57-8228-0900

Wild Star Flag
#57-3714-0901

B52 Breakthrough
#57-8260-0901

OHT Inner Spirit
#57-4330-0901

Three Troops
#57-4820-0900

Soldier Silhouette
#57-4824-0901

Defend Liberty
#57-4830-0901

am
ericana
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Indian Collage
#57-2257-0900

Eternal Spirit
#57-4850-0901

The Founders
#57-3601-0900

Big Face Roaring Lion
#57-3742-0900

Resting Tiger Collage
#57-5889-0901

Roaring Tiger Face
#57-5911-0900

White Tiger Face
#57-3252-0901

Big Face Tribal White Tiger
#57-3953-0901

Panther Gaze
#57-5963-0900

Fortress
#57-5973-0900

Savage
#57-4944-0901

zoo
Native Am

erican
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Big Cats Jungle
#57-3315-0901

Zoo Collage
#57-4312-0901

Black Rhino
#57-3502-0901

White Rhino
#57-5901-0900

Asian Elephants
#57-5979-0901

Elephant Face
#57-3260-0900

Giraffe
#57-3619-0901

Zebra Portrait
#57-5965-0900

Smiling Gorilla
#57-5907-0901

Chimp Face
#57-3572-0900

Happy Chimp
#57-5962-0901

Big Face Baby Orangutan
#57-3587-0901
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Meerkat Portrait
#57-5961-0901

Panda Cuddles
#57-5886-0901

Sunrise Polar Bear Collage
#57-5895-0901

Shark Bite
#57-3103-0900

Reef Sharks
#57-5943-0901

Orca Wave
#57-5909-0900

Seavillians
#57-5968-0901

School of Stingrays
#57-5969-0900

Octopus
#57-2282-0900

Big Face Manatee
#57-8416-0901

Penguin Heart
#57-3981-0900

aquatic
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Papa Penguin
#57-5893-0901

Frog Capades
#57-5931-0901

Peace Out Gecko
#57-3119-0901

Peace Tree Frog
#57-2289-0900

Climbing Chameleon
#57-4052-0901

Mimbre Journey
#57-5946-0901

reptiles & am
phibs
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Happiest T Rex
#57-5904-0901

Silver Rex Skull
#57-5924-0901

Triceratops Skull
#57-5898-0901

Sabertooth Tiger
#57-5897-0900

African Gray Mates
#57-4087-0901

Eagle & Clouds
#57-3370-0900

Eagle Face
#57-3438-0901

Freedom Eagle
#57-3943-0901

Eagle Mountain
#57-4021-0901

Guardian Eagle
#57-4956-0900

Sky Kings
#57-4346-0901

Dragonfly Dreamcatcher
#57-3397-0900

dinosaurs
birds & Bugs
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Monarch Butterflies
#57-4863-0901

Corgi Face
#57-3622-0901

Chihuahua Face
#57-3332-0901

Daschund Face
#57-3334-0901

Siberian Face
#57-3337-0901

Rottweiler Face
#57-3263-0901

Border Collie
#57-3606-0901

Bernese Mountain Dog
#57-3614-0901

Golden Puppy
#57-5933-0901

Golden Retriever Puppy
#57-3743-0901

Big Face Golden
#57-4023-0901

pet
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Grumpy Cat
#57-3688-0901

Big Face Black Cat
#57-3666-0901

Smoking Rasta Wolf
#57-3944-0900

DJ Fen
#57-3182-0900

White Wolf DJ
#57-3518-0901

Smokin’ Jahman
#57-3253-0901

Cool Hipster Cat
#57-5948-0901

Titanic Cats
#57-5949-0901

Notorious C.A.T.
#57-5950-0901

Cat Money Billionaires
#57-5966-0901

Cat the Great & Powerful
#57-5902-0901

Cat Brothers
#57-5914-0901

m
anim

als
hum

or
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Catzilla vs. Robot
#57-5764-0900

King Kitten
#57-3816-0900

Fanny Pack Kittens
#57-3693-0901

Big Face Cheshire Cat
#57-4005-0901

Peace Squirrel
#57-4007-0901

Magic Squirrels
#57-5890-0901

Broccoli Outdoor
#57-4901-0901

Beer Outdoor
#57-4902-0901

Jeep Outdoor
#57-4906-0900

Reboot Outdoor
#57-4920-0901
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Bunny Face
#57-3446-0901

Pig Face
#57-3244-0900

Big Face Alpaca
#57-3662-0901

Raccoon Face
#57-3545-0901

Corn on the Cob
#57-3702-0901

Celtic Roots
#57-1485-0901

Guitar Tree
#57-3199-0900

Immortal Combat
#57-3951-0901

Unicorn Castle
#57-3146-0901

farm
 & food

cultural
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Skull Dragon
#57-2054-0900

Fireball
#57-3127-0901

Knight
#57-3647-0901

Bigfoot
#57-3065-0901

Kraken
#57-3658-0901

Big Face Skull
#57-3713-0901

Breakthrough Skull
#57-6247-0900

fantasy



youth hoodies

80/20 blend of cotton & poly with a jersey-lined 
hood and front pocket

Hand-dyed in our NH facility

Screen printed with a selection of best-selling art 
the kids will love to wear 

Easy on & off for when the little ones don’t want to 
stand still!

Available in Youth sizes Small - XL

This year we’re building on the success of our adult hoodies 

and rounding out our fleece collection with a super cozy 

youth hoodie, featuring a selection of best-selling art from 

our 2018 line. A must-have piece in any child’s wardrobe, 

this pullover offers an opportunity for higher sales volume 

in the colder months, by giving parents and back-to-school 

shoppers a cold weather option as part of our core line of 

apparel products. 
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Rex Collage
#53-3025  

Brachiosaur
#53-3101  

Lightning Rex
#53-3102  

Shark Bite
#53-3103  

Wicked Nasty Shark
#53-3955  

Great Whites
#53-5940  

Peace Out Gecko
#53-3119  

Climbing Chameleon
#53-4052  

dinsaurs
sharks

reptiles
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selfies
fantasy

Kitten Selfie
#53-4988  

Dog Selfie
#53-4984  

Octopus Climb
#53-5953  

Big Face Baby Orangutan
#53-3587  

Fire Dragon
#53-5923  

Cutie Pie Unicorn
#53-3846  

aquarium
& zoo
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Solar System
#53-3126  

You Are Here
#53-3500  

Patriotic Kitten
#53-3941  

Patriotic Golden Pup
#53-5905 

Canada the Beautiful
#53-8569 

DJ Jahman
#53-3175  

DJ Peace
#53-3190

am
ericana

m
anim

als
space
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adult hoodies
winter warmers:

A heavyweight, 80/20 blend of ring spun cotton 
and poly

Featuring a jersey-lined hood and front pocket

Over-sized with a relaxed fit

1x1 ribbed cuffs and waistband

Available in Adult sizes Small - 2XL

Our luxurious hoodie is a fan favorite, and we’re giving it a 

refresh with some new art for the back to school and fall/

winter season. Perfect for long days outside in the cool 

fall air, or as an insulating mid-layer under a parka during 

the colder winter months. These cozy pullovers will offer 

your customers a way to enjoy their favorite Mountain art 

year-round.
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longsleeves
100% cotton, long-sleeved tee

1x1 ribbed cuffs and a relaxed bottom hemline

Classic style, perfect for layering or alone

Available in Adult sizes Small - 3XL

The long sleeved tee is a wardrobe staple. We’ve dressed 

it up with some new statement graphics that are sure to 

garner a few complements.  A comfortable piece on it’s 

own, or as layering piece for a little extra warmth.
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w
olves

Where Light & Dark Meet
Hoodies: #72-4963 

 Longsleeve: #45-4963

Grey Wolf Portrait
Hoodies: #72-5892 

 Longsleeve: #45-5892

Northern Lights
Hoodies: #72-4881 

 Longsleeve: #45-4881
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Wolf Couple Sunset
Hoodies: #72-5938 

 Longsleeve: #45-5938

Wolf Pack
Hoodies: #72-5915 

 Longsleeve: #45-5915

Wolf Lookout
Hoodies: #72-4978 

 Longsleeve: #45-4978
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am
ericana

Flag-Bearing Eagle
Hoodies: #72-5958 

 Longsleeve: #45-5958

Eagle & Clouds
Hoodies: #72-3370 

 Longsleeve: #45-3370

Independence Eagle
Hoodies: #72-4848 

 Longsleeve: #45-4848
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Patriotic Howl
Hoodies: #72-5971 

 Longsleeve: #45-5971

Patriotic Buck
Hoodies: #72-3709 

 Longsleeve: #45-3709

Patriotic Golden Pup
Hoodies: #72-5905 

 Longsleeve: #45-5905
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Patriotic Kitten
Hoodies: #72-3941 

 Longsleeve: #45-3941

Canada the Beautiful
Hoodies: #72-8569 

 Longsleeve: #45-8569
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native am
erican

Eagle Prayer
Hoodies: #72-5957 

 Longsleeve: #45-5957

The Originals
Hoodies: #72-3615 

 Longsleeve: #45-3615
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White Lions Love
Hoodies: #72-5937 

 Longsleeve: #45-5937

Thoughtful White Tiger
Hoodies: #72-5964 

 Longsleeve: #45-5964

Emerald Forest
Hoodies: #72-5934 

 Longsleeve: #45-5934

zoo
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Sloth Face
Hoodies: #72-3596 

 Longsleeve: #45-3596

Big Face Baby Orangutan
Hoodies: #72-3587 

 Longsleeve: #45-3587

Black Bear Family
Hoodies: #72-5980 

 Longsleeve: #45-5980
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Find 10 Brown Bears
Hoodies: #72-3482 

 Longsleeve: #45-3482

9 Lives
Hoodies: #72-5773 

 Longsleeve: #45-5773

Dog is Love
Hoodies: #72-4177 

 Longsleeve: #45-4177

pet
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On My Own
Hoodies: #72-5928 

 Longsleeve: #45-5928

Black Lab Face
Hoodies: #72-3255 

 Longsleeve: #45-3255

Pug Face
Hoodies: #72-3369 

 Longsleeve: #45-3369
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Chocolate Lab Face
Hoodies: #72-3550 

 Longsleeve: #45-3550

Big Face Golden
Hoodies: #72-4023 

 Longsleeve: #45-4023
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Tom Cat
Hoodies: #72-3904 

 Longsleeve: #45-3904

Krakitten
Hoodies: #72-8568 

 Longsleeve: #45-8568

Beer Outdoor
Hoodies: #72-4902 

 Longsleeve: #45-4902

hum
or
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Fire Dragon
Hoodies: #72-5923 

 Longsleeve: #45-5923

Black Dragon
Hoodies: #72-1252 

 Longsleeve: #45-1252

Awake Your Magic
Hoodies: #72-4893 

 Longsleeve: #45-4893

fantasy



holiday 2018
We’re gearing up for the busiest shopping season of the year with a 
fresh selection of art, and a new throw blanket - perfect for gifting. 

New apparel featuring humorous holiday art, a great choice 

for those ugly sweater parties

Luxuriously soft Sherpa fleece blankets,  

a thoughtful gift that doubles 

as a statement piece of 

home decor



holiday

100% cotton unisex tee

100% cotton long sleeved tee

Cotton/Poly blend pullover hoodie

All is merry and bright with this collection of off-

beat holiday Artwear. Time to get a little naughty. 

Our new holiday art isn’t for the feint of heart. But 

it’s definitely festive! Deck the halls with a few of 

these conversation starters. Available on our top 

three hand-dyed apparel products.
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Oh What Fun
Adult: #10-6181  

Longsleeve: #45-6181Hoodie: #72-6181

Barista: #59-6181 

Mug: #57-6181-0900

Oh W
hat fun

by Drake Cutter
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Adult: #10-6174  Longsleeve: #45-6174Hoodie: #72-6174

Barista: #59-6174 

Mug: #57-6174

sw
ipe right naughty

by sarah laroche
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Adult: #10-6180  Longsleeve: #45-6180Hoodie: #72-6180

Barista: #59-6180 

Mug: #57-6180-0901

m
istletoe hint

by m
eghann flem

ing
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Adult: #10-6179  Longsleeve: #45-6179Hoodie: #72-6179

Barista: #59-6179 

Mug: #57-6179-0901

ho ho ho’s
by lindsey m

orin
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Adult: #10-6178  Longsleeve: #45-6178Hoodie: #72-6178

Barista: #59-6178 

Mug: #57-6178-0900

christm
as cannabis

by lindsey m
orin
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Adult: #10-6177  Longsleeve: #45-6177Hoodie: #72-6177

Barista: #59-6177 

Mug: #57-6177-0901

lit cannabis
by lindsey m

orin
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Adult: #10-6176  Longsleeve: #45-6176Hoodie: #72-6176

Barista: #59-6176 

Mug: #57-6176-0901

fly high santa
by m

ike sanford
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Adult: #10-6175  Longsleeve: #45-6175Hoodie: #72-6175

Barista: #59-6175 

Mug: #57-6175-0901

lit hanukkah
by sarah laroche
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Adult: #10-6182  Longsleeve: #45-6182Hoodie: #72-6182

Barista: #59-6182 

Mug: #57-6182-0901

lady liberty hanukkah
by drake cutter
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fleece blankets
50”x60” Sherpa Fleece throw blanket

Featuring a selection of best selling art

Packaged for easy merchandising 

Machine washable

Our new Sherpa Fleece blanket is sure to be a big hit with holiday 

shoppers this year. A perfect gift, this premium plush throw is printed 

on one side with a beautiful piece of art. On the other side is a layer 

of premium Sherpa fleece for added warmth and comfort. Delivered 

to you folded and bound for easy gifting. 
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Grey Wolf Portrait
#23-5892 

Wolf Lookout
#23-4978 

Independence Eagle
#23-4848

Canada the Beautiful
#23-38569 
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Whitetail Run
#23-4311 

Black Bear Forest
#23-6164 

Monarch of the Forest
#23-6168 

Sunlit Elk
#23-6185 
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Kitten Selfie
#23-4988 

DJ Jahman
#23-3175 
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drinkware displays
Hydration Station

DIMENSIONS
Length   — 15”, Width — 15”, Height — 60” 

ITEM # HS Display

This spinner display features a slat wall center 

console which holds shelves for 64 tumblers - 

32 per side 

mug spinner display

DIMENSIONS
Base   — 15.75”, Height — 26.58” with header

ITEM # Mug Spinner Display

Hand-made table top spinning display holds 

24 mugs. Constructed of quality birch and 

pine with a natural finish. Delivered to you 

fully assembled and ready for use.

3.

Mug Tree Display

DIMENSIONS
Base   — 9.75”, Height — 26.14” with header

ITEM # Mug Spinner Display

Table top spinning display holds 12 mugs. Constructed 

of quality birch and pine with a natural finish. Delivered 

to you fully assembled and ready for use.

2.

1.
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headwear displays

hat rack counter

DIMENSIONS
Length   — 13”, Width — 18”, Height — 24” or 31” with header

ITEM # CAP-3

3-pocket counter display holds 24 caps. 2.

hat rack Floor

DIMENSIONS
Length   — 16”, Width — 14”, Height — 71” or 80” with header

ITEM # CAP12-ECO

Single-sided cap tower features tube base, 2-part 

frame and 12 compact cap pockets. Each cap 

pocket holds 8 caps. Minor assembly required. 

1.
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point of purchase

the half rack

DIMENSIONS
Width   — 26”, Diameter — 26”, Height — 65” or 76.5” with header

ITEM # 01-230

10 Cube Display floor fixture. Holds 140 folded tees.
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Our display fixtures offer retailers an efficient way to merchandise the Mountain Artwear. We understand 

that floor space is precious and in high-demand. Whether you choose our Half Rack, which can display 10 

unique designs, or our Tower Display which can accommodate 20 designs, these space-saving displays will 

help you realize maximum revenue per square foot. Product can be folded and size stripped upon request.

two versAtile display options

the tower

DIMENSIONS
Width   — 26.5”, Diameter — 26.5”, Height — 65” or 76.5” with header

ITEM # 01-118

20 Cube Display floor fixture. Holds 280 folded tees.
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now offering
drop ship services is it right for you?
If you have an ecommerce website, a mail order catalog, or even walk in customers you can 
sell to, then our drop ship program could save you some serious time and money.

FOLLOW THESE FOUR SIMPLE STEPS:

YOUR CUSTOMER PLACES THEIR ORDER 
WITH YOU
You put our shirts up for sale on your website, in 
your catalog, or by taking special orders from your 
customers in store.

CONSUMER1.
YOU PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH US
You collect orders from your customers and submit them 
to us through our easy to use, customized, web portal.2. WWW.DROPSHIP.COM

MOUNTAIN
DEALER

3. SHIP WE PACK & SHIP TO YOUR CUSTOMER
We’ll prepare your shipments, pack & ship them directly 
to your customer, and provide tracking information to 
you in real time!

4. DELIVER
YOUR CUSTOMER RECEIVES THEIR ORDER
Your customers receive their Mountain garments and 
you receive their positive review!

drop ship program
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NO INVENTORY RISK! Sell any of our products, or our entire product line, without having to keep any 
inventory of your own!

SAVE MONEY ON SHIPPING, AND GET YOUR CUSTOMERS THEIR ORDERS FASTER! No more ordering from us, waiting for 
delivery to you, only to have to re-pack and ship each customer order individually; which essentially 
doubles your freight costs! You’ll save on shipping and your customers will receive their shirts up to one 
week faster!

GUARANTEED DELIVERY! Let us choose the best shipping method and we’ll guarantee that your customers 
will receive their order within 6-12 business days of shipping from our facility. If for some reason your 
customer does not receive their package, we will reship it at no additional cost to you!

SOUND GOOD? CALL OR EMAIL US TODAY TO GET STARTED!
800-545-9684 or fulfillment@themountain.com

Need a few more reasons to consider our Drop Ship Program?
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NEED YOUR NAMEDROP OR LOGO PRINTED ON OUR PRODUCTS?

WE CAN DO THAT!

Minimum order just 48 pieces!

Namedrop placement of sleeve, back or front available *

Super fast turnaround — most orders shipped within 8 days of approval!***

CONTACT US TODAY FOR FULL PROGRAM DETAILS

GIVE US A CALL: (800)545-9684
SEND US AN EMAIL: CUSTOM@THEMOUNTAIN.COM

OR VISIT US ONLINE: WHOLESALE.THEMOUNTAIN.COM

Example
Sleevedrop

& Back Logo

*Standard namedrop location for adult tees is on the wearer’s left sleeve, all other garments are namedropped on the back only. 
Other restrictions apply, see Terms & Conditions for details. Alternate namedrop placement is available at an additional charge. 

**Standard Namedrop service is available in one-color only: white or black, as determined by our artisans. 

***8 day turnaround applies to standard namedrop services only. Alternate namedrop placement will take 2-3 weeks to ship from 
the date of namedrop approval.

namedrop &         Custom services
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WANT YOUR LOGO OR NAMEDROP INCORPORATED INTO ONE OF OUR 
DESIGNS? OR HOW ABOUT CREATING YOUR VERY OWN UNIQUE DESIGN?

WE CAN DO THAT TOO!

CUSTOM FILE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
For custom logo, namedrops and art creation high resolution files are needed. High quality art = high quality shirts. Logos should be provided in vector* format, please talk to your art department or 
freelance designer to obtain vector files. Any raster** art or photographic image to be custom printed needs to be at least 16”x20” @175 dpi to get the best quality print, ideally 300dpi. 

DETAILED ART SUBMISSION GUIDELINES ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

*VECTOR ART — Vector-based graphics can be scaled by any amount without degrading quality. Logos and graphics will print much sharper if supplied in a vector-based format like Illustrator EPS or AI file, 
as opposed to a pixel-based format like TIFF or JPEG. *PLEASE NOTE When submitting Adobe Illustrator files, be sure to create outlines of all text elements and double check that any links are embedded.

Common vector art types include; logos & true type. Common vector art formats are; eps, adobe illustrator (.AI), svg, and pdf

**RASTER ART —  Raster or Bitmap graphics are resolution dependent, meaning they cannot scale up to an arbitrary resolution without loss of apparent quality. Photos and other pixel-based graphics 
should be supplied as TIFF or Photoshop PSD. High-res JPEGs are OK as long as they are provided at actual size of (or close to) the desired print size. Resolution should be at least 175 to 300 dpi. You 
cannot simply increase the resolution of the image. This is called upsampling and will result in a blurry or pixelated image. GIFs, low-res JPEGs, and any images copied from a web page such as Instagram 
will not reproduce well, and cannot be used. CMYK files are preferred.

Common raster art types are; photos & scans. Raster art formats; bmp, jpeg, psd, tiff, gif, png

namedrop &         Custom services





UNLOCK
THE
VAULT



A GLOBAL
ARTIST 
COLLECTIVE
For over twenty-five years, we’ve been manufactur-
ing hand-dyed apparel in the quiet town of Marlbor-
ough, NH. Nestled in the heart of the Monadnock 
Region, The Mountain brand has long been known 
for bold art and a unique style that encourages peo-
ple to celebrate their individualism and wear their 
passion. We’re fortunate to work with several very 
talented artists from all over the world.







LET’S CREATE
SOMETHING
AMAZING
For the first time in our history, we’re giving you the 
chance to tap into our extensive library of curated 
art. We’ll work together to create an exclusive col-
lection of ArtWear, tailor made, just for you. Let’s 
add some personality to your apparel selection. 



TELL YOUR STORY
Choose from a wide range of available garment styles to create a curated Artwear collection that’s truely on-of-a-kind.

100% Cotton
Adult Unisex Tee

Triblend
Women’s Tee

100% Cotton
Ladies Tee

Unisex Hoodie

100% Cotton
Youth Tee

Triblend
Women’s V-Neck Tee

100% Cotton
Long Sleeved Unisex Tee

Youth Hoodie

Triblend
Men’s Tee

Infant Onesie

BEYOND APPAREL
Expand beyond apparel with our curated selection of everyday 

products and accessories. Merchandise them alongside your ArtWear 

for maximum impact.



TELL YOUR STORY
Choose from a wide range of available garment styles to create a curated Artwear collection that’s truely on-of-a-kind.

FROM WHITE TO JUST RIGHT
We’ll bring your unique vision to life. One step at a time. 



OVER 70
VIBRANT
COLORS
INSPIRED
BY NATURE
With a dye palette like this one, you’re sure to 

find the perfect color for your exclusive ArtWear 

collection. We use only organic reactive dyes to 

ensure we’re not only producing rich color, but 

we’re doing so sustainably. Because we dye our 

own garments, we know exactly what goes into 

it, and more importantly what comes out of it. 

Visit us online to learn more about our sustain-

able production at:

www.themountain.com/green-manufacturing
Cactus #0061Olive #0296 Leaf #0535

Slate #0361Royal Blue #0247 Blue Nile #0036

Yellow Cream #0666Beeswax #0622 Gold #0208

Ash #0369Flat Black #0100 Black Mottle #0699

Rust #0612Espresso #0423 Brown #0497

Spearmint #0365Malachite #0399 Evergreen #0093

Blue Violet #0043Purple #0311 Violet #0314

Sea Foam #0366 Blue Mist #0669Wave #0323



Lime #0373Fiddlehead #0200 Marsh #0511 Stone Dust #0564Fungi #0205 Balsam #0330Tan #0671

Cornflower Blue #0056Cascade #0066 Light Denim #0263 Iceberg #0673 Blue Dawn #0031 Purple Haze #0602Sky Blue #0381

Rosebud #0519Andorra #0009 Candy Apple #0572 Beach Rose #0623Cotton Candy #0505 Pink Mist #0670Orchid #0616

Gray #0562Charcoal #0237 Overcast Gray #0301 Navy Blue #0480Silver #0358 Blue-Gray #0266Barely Gray #0667

Mandarin #0273Sandalwood #0352 Orange #0567Butterscotch #0059Pinecone #0546 Acorn #0003 Sand #0351

Sea Green #0281Thistle #0375 Barely Mint #0664 Ocean #0636Midnight Green #0042 Teal #0372Aquamarine #0606

Azalea #0527Royal Purple #0568 Lilac #0331 Iris #0002Lavender #0065 Purple Mist #0668Boisenberry #0049



Unit 3, Thistle Park, Bridgewater, Somerset

T:+44(0)1278 423600  |  F:+44(0)1278 420966

admin@somdiff.com

somdiff.com

THE MOUNTAIN®
Green never goes out of style

KOSOV

O

france

germany

uk

ireland netherlands
belgium

austria

sweden

switzerland

AREA REP NAME   PHONE EMAIL

United Kingdom/Ireland Shaun Free +44(0)1278 423600 shaun@somdiff.com

Austria/Germany Anja Wegst +49(0)7223 285 73 73 info@well-trade-office.de

Belgium/Netherlands Erik Slingerland +31 78 6412070 info@thecolouredhouse.nl

France Martine Aranda
Olivier Lucotte

+33(0) 4 93 42 54 60
+33(0) 1 43 53 42 14

steclopy@aol.com
otterelve@aol.com

Sweden Olle Rydberg +46(0) 73 788 88 54 olle@grebimport.se

Switzerland Joerg Baumgarten 0041344220326 joerg.claudia@bluewin.ch



59 Optical Ave., PO Box 686, Keene, NH 03431

Toll Free: (800) 545-9684, Fax: (603) 355-3702

sales@themountain.com

wholesale.themountain.com

THE MOUNTAIN®
Green never goes out of style


